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THE, POLITICS OF FACULTY. SALARIES

Joe L. Saupe
University of Missouri

I would like to begin these remark's with a hypothesis about

,

the times' in. which we live the times which cause this Confer-

ence to be taking, place. Very 'simply, wonder if a conferebce

;
on ethical and economic issues of academic salaries woad have

attracted much attention forty or fifty years ago: My hYpothegis.

is that academic man, is now, more than in earlier times, economic

and political man. I hope I am not so naive as to think*that

/

acad:ic people have never had concerns about their economic wel-

fare and standard of living or about their influence on the

4conditions and .environment of iheir-PLctice of the academic life. .

5'

Maybe it is, impart, the romantic in me that causes, me to suspect

that the honor, dignity, and privilege of professorial;life'were;
e r 1

in years past; important components of the'compensation for that

life. And maybe it is the cynic in me that causes, me,tb,suspect
, .

that suCh attributes mow conatitute a much dimiriished component
.

1

a

of to 1 compensation for the professor. What remains is economi;\

I

Compensation and new types 'of piestige. Bu this is what I see.

-Maybe the circle of my experience is small: but .I have seen

`deans1,departmept chairmen,, and faculty, members expending much,

1Prepared for VieThird Annual Academic Planning Co ence,

"Eth cal and Economic Issues, Academic Salariend:Sul5plemeiltal
r'Income," The University of SoutherneCalifornid, JaWary 25', 26,

&.27/, 1978.
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energy worrying, arguing, and maneuvering about dollars,'Abcvt

budgets, and in, public institutions about state budget allocatn

formulas and related matters. Such txpenditureS of energy comiple-

ment.those of faculty collective bargaining and dontriisutp to the

evoluon', according to my ArpOihesii,-of acaeTic man into eco-

nomic and.pdlitic41 man.
. I

Now(none.of us are or should be expected to be ambivalent /

about our economic well-being and About it in comparison with
.

others or about our ability to influence how riduct our pro-

fesanal lames. "It is thew Effects of the evolution which disturb
3,

me and' there are two to which we' should geaierted: (li Energy
. .1t

levoted to worrying, argUing-,.and maneuvering about dollars drains

the reserve available for doing higher educatibafor:attendi4g

t&students and scholarship, and in particular\for reflecting ids.
.

:61.1e substance of the, business of the college or university.; The

question is are we

al income and, less
i

worrying more -about our personal and IdepartTent-

About how we can improve our program offerings,
1/41111,

our nurturing of students, and our scholarship. Also, is economic.

/ and poli1cal man the 'role modelwe wish to set for the students

entrusted by, society to us? (2) Attention given'to dollars can

,produce behavior v)hich is unbecoming ac!demic man. Enrollment,
Do

countsfhave been overstated and.course numbers have been changed, .

because of, budget allocation mechanisms. FaChty members specu- .4

late on what is th most advantageous way to report how their time

4,
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is spent The- state coordinating board oi-the,admiriistration is

told One thing about degree.progtam offerings and students are

s told 'another. piofessors, uitrained in college and uni-
t.

.
.versity,accounting arid finance, ignorwprinciples of schotarshiA0

. 1
,

/*
retations of the university's budget. Examples.

_ \ ,

. ,

abound. It can be argued that there are faults with the system'

0 , - ,;
,

.

and that it deseryes lo be gamed. .But thisf4oed not'mhke-us, feel

- x ,

;
. ,

much better about academic man playing economic mind political'

in Offerkng in

g .

With 'that hyPOthebis

ty,

as context, I turn .to my topic, the .

tics of, faculty salaries. The question is what will be the sub-
,

stance of faculty salary policies and a broad `array of issues is

, *

included. The. topics of this conference identify a :limber of them.

Politics - are involved, because perspectives, vary. The sever

parties interested in or affected b' academic salary policies*,

bring differing perspecttves to-th decision arena and the arena
.

cis, thus, political.

Iribluded in th'i political Oen ate, among others, (1) facAY

member, (2) other emptoyees of the college or university, '(i)

executive officers and institutional ixperds'of Control, and' (4)

benefactors orfunders, includin tudehtsu philan ropists; state

coordinating bodies, state executive officers, and legislators,

ti

and egen agencies of the federal government. I do not propose th at

this list is definitive pr that the categories are completely

3 -

I.
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homogeneouS in perspectiVds. It tS.Sikply- a, listing. of manage-

-

I

able length whidh provicles a basis for examining and raising

V'

,
- ,

',
quesittons agout the interests of the various participants and . I. _1

,
ea aboui. the coupideratiops each might suggest be brought,to bear

4511' on issues of academic salary.Policy.',
.

I.
.. 2 . .

In what'follows I ask that any overdrawing qv purification

1

of perspectives be forgiven. Just like statistics( generalize-

1'

tiOns, are useful even though they never apply' to individual cases.'

The perspective' -of tEefaculty member isconditioned by

ifterest in personal income, by.the academicmarket place as re-

lected in individual and average salaries, and by the consumer .

iprket place. The 1aculty member is likely to be'more interest. -

ed incaegsalari,
,

iD not take home pay, than in total dompensa-
,..

tiOn, b t is far from disinterested in certain components, at

. least, f the fringe benefit package and prefers-non-contributory

.fringe enefit-plans.' The faculty member's perception of eXtra-

'compensation is, that indeed it is extra; it is payment for service

that expected by the basic, full-time, contract and it is

private.. Distinctions between internal and external consulting

are seen as artificial at best.
,t

h .

Non-faculty college and university emploirees view acadeMic

salaries as competitive with"the pay.they take home. They are

likely to prefer salary schedules andAross-the-board salary

decisions, to pe`iceive merit and percentage salary decisi,pns (for

- 4 -
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the faculty) as unfair devices which-widen the aoademic/verius

0, ,

.

"*"'\
() c

, ,v

,:lion.,-academic salary gap, and to favor incomeredistribution insti-
, A

tUtionai Salpolicies. Tot ,the no0academic staff over -time

A ;
par arid shift differentials May be Mote, legitiMate than academic

extra-oompensation.
,.+

College and university executive offiders, and boards oftoo47

trol, wh#e_by no means indifferent to faculty. -economic 'welfare,

have responsibilities wh!oh dictate the perspective Of academie

salaries as autilization of institutional 'resources. *oh :dollar

going to academic salaries or compensation is a-reduction to avail-
.

,

able resources and is unavailable for othek uses. Extra compensa-

tibn received from a source external to the employing college or

university is at least condbned, but the president and board of

0
control may wonder about the propriety of service to the 'employ-

.

ing college or university which, soMelovi or other, causes the

t

faculty member's fte to exceed 1.00,

The perspective of the, benefactot is that,of getting a

dollar's worth of higher education for ear'_ dollar made avail=

able, in, relation to alternate uses of the dollar, and academic

salaries-may be the most salient item in the budget: Students

understand that tuition, is increased in'order to increase academ-

ic -- and other =- salaries and may register their votes with

their .feet. They may wonder what it means to be a full-time
. 1

professor when one is not in his or het office until ten on

7
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viednesdaysbecaute of a Tuesday evening extension course a.ad

4

another is unaVailable. on Fridays bedause of a consulting assign-
,

ment: A: legislator in my state recently co mmented. that he did

not' believe there was a- need to seise faculty salariesybil.cause

7
there is an 'oversupply of holders of the PhD.

These brief sketches of some df the various perspeCtives

.

brou4ht to the arena of faculty salary deliberation, 'While far

frog defit6tive, do indicate that' the peFspectives vary and that

controversy about academic salary policy should be expected.
.

Thisis what politics is all about and must be the reason this

',,1 A ,.

conference s teking place. .0

.
Whetever'polit;cel4rccesses araused, the establishment ofo

academic salary pOlicy for a icolle4eof uniirerOtymay be viewed

as involving fwo types of conSideration4. 'iliese:iitay be labeled

-

(1) academic silitary philosophy and academic salary' data. i.
s

suggest that these considerations sh

the sequence indicated here.

uld be br`duiht id bear in

First,'a

Thent, as suggested by that philosophy,

the purpose of establishing specific features of the policy.

Philosophy islestabiished.,...

data is consulted for

.am not insisting that the two steps

overlaps' and loops in the 'process.

that the academic salary philosophy

data is consulted.'

be discrete. There will be

But the p tnciple should be

deterMines y at, how, and if

I am afraid that in making decisions. about fac
.0

- 6
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policy we are overly,prone to go directly to the data without

thinking very deep about what itiormation we are seeking from

4' sthe data. We expect the data to prOvide the answers without
**.

fully know, ng the questions. For example, the data may reveal*
..

that- our-'"full professors are paid relatively less than our asso-
s

. 4

ciate or assistant professors ;The obvious conclusion is that

a special, sh9t of salary increase dollars must g9,to full pro-

'fessors. But is- it not possible that had we thougat through our

academic salary philosophy before looking A the data we might

have geached a different conclusion?
.

part of the problem is that it is difficult to.develop and
I %unto.

secure° agreement'ot consensus on matters of academic salary r
,

philosophy. It is difficult because it is a demanding intellect-.
#

ual task and because of the variety of perspectives which must be
.

considered in the process. I is easier to "go directly to the

data, because it exists and locit
IP

se we have been led to believe

that the data have beenasgembled for the specific purpose of

making our lives easier. Haven't we been told.all about-the value

of data in.facilitatihg the decision-making process? ;1

The rest of the problem is that the data we consult ib pre-
.

-*.ented in categories and on the basis of definitions and

11

ilistinc-
,44

tions which have no necessary relation to what should be the'aca-
e -

1

demic salary *Policies of any given college or univhsity. .The6 ,
questions the available data answer may not be the questions we

- 7 _
0
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would as if we had, developed the questibns before wesought out

tijeda. The AAUP ,faculty salary data may or may not answer the

questions we should be,asking. The,dbta carefully assembled' by

our own office of institutional research may answer the questions

the director of that office belpves are the central ones, but

are this director's questions derived from institutional academic

salary philosophy? Obviously not, if there is no such philosopy.ini"-

exisAnce. r

I
VI

submit that if the acadeMic salary philosophy is developed,

we should fihd ourselves less inundated and less befuddled with

.- faculty_ salary data. I even find it conceivable that the p7:ilos-

. ;

ophy would Abe such that no faculty, salary statistics wodleneed

to be consulted in order to state academic sall.ary polgY;

Now, what are some of the issues which ght be involved in a

college or university academic salaryphilosciphy? For illustra-

tive purposes, let us consider the matter of developing policy for

they granting of salary increasesfonthe next year. I will sugget

severkque.'stions, which may be asked in this context and will

f -

consider a few of the politiCal and data ramifications of each.

It may not be terribly unrealistic to make the simplifying assump-

tion that the institution hasno long-range academic salary policy,

but that custom has been to establish salary increase-guidelines

on a yearzto-yeax:basis.
si

1. What should be.the overall ercenta e (or avere. e dollar

- 8
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.t

amount) increase in facult salaries? Obviously, the -I. in=

'Crease in the total budgetis, to some degree, a' limiting, factor,
0

but this is far from the whole story. The perspective of thd

faculty may well ,be that every new'dolla4, plus some'from the

present administrativebudget, should be allocated to faculty

salaries or that increases. should be, simply, as large as

possible. The ececutive officers and board of control are forced

to consider competing demands on the,new dollars as well an the

possibilities of creating incremental dollars by reductions any.-

where in the current 'ear's base buckiet. Similarly, those who
1.

provide the funds view the question in the context of alternate

uses, of the funds available to them and,in terms of salary,

trends elsewhere in the economy.

perspective, incoMbination,with

I- .

Clearly;, suph variations in

the complxities of'the pverall

budget and budgeting process, make thig sixty-four do14F

question a idolitical one.
.9 \

A spealic consideration is that Of\the general increase.
ft-

$'

in the cost of living, perhaps as indicated by the consumer price

index. Would not all agree that academic salaries should keep

prdce, at least on the average, with the cost of'living? I think

the answer is no, not all i)ould agree. Some, whO b4.7.aieve in

free - market -place economics, may point but that the relative

values societyplaces on various forms of human endeavor vary

from time to time and that such phefomena might as 141 be

- 9, -
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. . . .

'* .

accepted. Others might point out that academic salaries cannqt

_

increase indefinitely,-at least in comparison with salarieS fdr

otherforms of ,human endeavor without some increases it academic

productivity.

One thing this suggests to me is. that we.would-b, ,

lightened, even in developing academic salary- policy for one Year,

by 'historical data on faculty Saaries and compensation. InfO.:-

k
.i/

emation.on faculty salaries at the siniie inatil On and.for all

1 I
.

of highdi education set alongside the inflatioh:indicators and

salary trends for other

of at least fifty years

question of the overall

occupations and professions for a. period

is what I have in mind

percentage'increase in

.. To be,Sure the

academ c'salaries

for a given year shdttld be considered,in'the context of the

experience of the more recent paste say two to five years, "nit

even recent history can be more informativeAten set -in;

long -term ,context.

p 2. To what degree should theacaltaLlsalmr:zg4s1111based
4

upon, market considerations? What is the ,aEmpriate market? It

t

. '

. . i

..

is 'conceivable to me that a college or tniversity could quite
% '

sensibly arrive at decisions regardint3academie pally& policy forA,

the next year without:reference to comparative faculty salarY data.
.0

.

I am not suggesting that the - market be ignored, but thev.
th 'omparative data-areassembled and publitihed does mean that we ,

.

are obliged to attend to it. I am suggesting that there are4factors

r
' 4

10
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I

other than the market that mer4i attention in the development of

academic salaryfpolicy.

I must pause here to comment son a common pratice which

disturbs -me. This is the practice of countering offers from other

_,colleges or

members who

practice is

universities in order to retain the individual faculty

receive such offers. The logical extension of this

a salary policy which specified that salary increases

will be given only'to those who cgn present bona fide offers of

(,
greaterisalaries elsewhere. Even as prdsently practiced, there

is sdmething disturbing about admittingsthat the competition does
0

a better job of evaluating our faculty than we are able tä do.

It is disturbing when werealize, that' academic people vary in the

degrea to which they seek economic advancement. Is/the teacher -

scholar
.

scholar w happy and does not want to move less deserving of
, .

ec6riOMic reward than the one who follows-up every applicable ad,.
.- -

in the Chronicle?

The seen part of the market question asks whichlarket.
, a

The public colleges 'and universities of many, ptates must contend

with the view frarthe.sta4 house that all .state government
4.

,
employees, including professors be,treated similarly, at least

with regard to salary increases. The salaries of accounting

professors haIN certainly been compared with-State government,

accountants. Thd public colleges and universities are political-

Iy wise to pay some heed to the state house perspective.

'13
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,

it might .be suggested that-the salaries,of professignal--professional---
..,

.
. .

.

...,

school faculty shouldpproxim e.the incomes of non--acadeiic
..,,N

professionals ih corresponding profeasions and with the same levels

of eduCation. Certainly, thecoipensatibn bf the MDs in our

mediCal schools are influenced by the market of the, medical

profession.,' Why not others?

Normal practice i. to compare facultysalaries within a

group of "peer" colleges or universities/on the basis that, the peer
. . .

1
r

/'
institutions constitute an actual. oF:intended market placer ., The

identification of peer roup:can involve differing perspectivei.

, \

The faculty or an ambit ous/president may Wish to move average

lacuity salaries .up the cdllegiate peck gorderp the board of

control may believe it is fine where it is; and the people in the

state house may suggest a salary schedule for all college and

university faculty in the State.

Asa matter of factfthe academic market pkobably varies

among the several departments, schools ana cOlieges of a University.

The institutions competing with the'school of engineering for

'faculty is probably not the same set as those competing with the

\department of-music. To what degree is-or should this situatj.on

P

be 'recognized in the academiC salary policy?
,

c .

. ,

Those who assemble and publish faculty salary dati typically

, q
o

- .

recognize that average salaries vary by type of college or University

u
[.:.

.
_ ,

_.

. /

,/.
and proVide us with ready-Made "peer" groups. The 'AAR has their

./
'I

.-- 12
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categories and ran-specific, percentile ratings; the National
- f

. Center fot Educational,Scatistics and others, recognizes categor-
.

ies of public and .private institutions,by level and type of

offering; and the National Association of State Universities and
.. A , .

,i. .

.- _ .

Land Grant Colleges-prepares reports foi-its member: institutions.

Athletic conferences have been used as peer groups for average
4

salaii, comparisons. Ready-made peer groups should not be adopted.

uncritically. What oonstitutes the actual market aan be deter-

mined; explicit criteria 'b which to identifPthe peer group we
. . .

r . t

. ' . . c

aspire to be like can.be spetified and applied.4.How we would
,.

,-,

,
.

like our faculty salaries to compare with those df the,peer grdup

f

is another question. Being at the top or at-the mid-point are
i' * .

I/

not the only possible answers.

3. Sliould the academic' salary polio" differby academic

tank? . By discipline? The. salary increases granted for the_forth----

.coming year. will, of course, preserve dif3erences among average

salaries by acadeMic rank. The question ils'nre the present

differences the,gysirea ones?' If it has dikkicult to

Attract and retain young faculty or if senior faculty persons

have been lost to better-offers, then special consideration for-
.

one pf these. rank categories may be indicatect The politics are

that any diversi4ofdollare a.lrageble for salary increases to
. ,

r. .

one rank is-a reduction-in the dollars available for another. Tho f

leas.t controversial-policy is probably the'one which ignores the

I-

,issue.

- 13 -
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Evein if our salary averages by rank do' not diffek in th

same, wax as the averages in the peer group data, we may decide

that for our institution the averages vary as they should. Factors,

associated with thedompoeition of our faculty,:or with intentions,

regarding its composition, by rank,can provide explanations'which

will Be persuasiVe-td-at least some of those responsible for or,

affected by the salary pOlicy.

The question regarding discipline differences may be a

more interesting one. Clearly the non=adademic and'academic markets

have produced real variation in abademic.saiaries by discipline.

, 7/
iirevailingisalaries for professors of busingss,,computer science,

law' Ana. mathematics exceed those for i'rofessors of education, fine

arts, and humanities, but the rankings of the average salaries by
r

discipline differ among the academic ranks. The question, again,

is whether the economic market place should be permitted to deter-
.

mine and perpetuate salary differentials in our college or univer-

sity. Dd we mean to imply that the services-of the prdfessor of

art are less important to the university or to society than those

of the professor of manage;hent? Some. will argue that, the contri-

butions of the liberal arts disciplines are more amental,'hence

more valuable, to the university than those of the professional

fields, but I choose not to enter this argument.-
0,,

4. Should the academic Salary policy and'. the non-academid
C

salary policy be uniform? As already suggested this question is

1.

,
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involved in the politics of academic salaries. I have been intrigued

by the fact, at

I- °''
deMicper3pn ban

the ranks and up

the places with which I an familiar, that an aca-

be appointed asman Instructor and move through

the salary ladder with only modest apparent change

:tin his or her official responsibilities

,,.
I nel,Who grow in competence and quality of contribution are bound

ile the'support person-
,.

by rigicIsaary scales and
70
iob descriptions which recognize qual-
...

ifications and responsibilities,_but.not
. .

I need a-OmArse'in persolinelmanagemet:t.

D

f
.. -

salary increases, constant percentage salary increases, and in-.

.

t.'..

. ...

.dividually determined salary increases are economically, real.
',4

expertise. Perhaps I

The differences amon-9. apross-the-boarddollar amount

Real differen es, in absolute dollars or percentages, result-from

the Use of different salary adjustment mechanisms %nth different

--"--.. '

classes of personnel and the differences are obvious. Even if a
t .

-T----., _.
Majority of the so- called nonracademic staff claim a preference.

, .

,,

ri'."4.)for acrost,the-board mechanisms, one can still ask whether or not
.., .

merit determinat ons and salary adjustments-based thereon for all

personnel would not be beneficial in the long run.

It 310 important to recognize that the market for various

classes of personnel vary. The faculty market is not the same as

the clerical market. The market for specialized middle-managemept

e .
.

.

.1persons may be different, from that of eithe r of the others.. This

.
, . .

0 A*

fact, alone, may mean that some features of the academic salary

- 15 --
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policy phould differ from those of the non-academic policy. To

the degree' market forces ate considerecrin the salary policies,

these variations in marketb have clear implications for what'

6

salary data need to' be consulted.

5. To. what degree will ac741ginkLEga9xla2r22RegLiofLIlEfel

gin merit, cyst -of- living, and ecuit 'considerations Normally,

a pool of monel to b_e sed for salary ncreages is identified

during' the budgeting process It may 'be *pleased to dpans and
- .

chairmen with or without restrictions as to howincreases fdr

"-
Amdividual,factilt persona'are to be,deterMined. ThearguMent"

, k
in support of salary increases on -the basis of merit' -- and I do

so

is:sthiply that the merit salary policy
f

not include longel4ty

cont utes-to the 4r Of-buiiding'quality in_ the ftculty r ,The

_rationale is that thaquaIity.of past performande is the best
cote

indicator or predictor of the quality of future contributions.,

.The,merit salary increase is not,so much a reward for past perfor-
:

mance as it is compensation for, future, performance. 4The impor-
,

tance of this view Of. the merit increase becomes clear. when the

cumulative nature of annual'salary adjustments is considered.

One argument against the merit increase policy and for

the cost-of-livirig policy is that'of social,jUstice, that after an

initial academic appointment the indiVidual's* salary should at

least retain its value in real dollars. Complaints that merit

, 1

policies cause the rich to get richer and poor to get poorer are

ti

-16 0
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heard. The. concept of discretionary,income is introduced as a

basis for justifying uniform dollar amount or other regressive

4'salary increase policies.

The other argument is that merit is unassessable and that

the long-range impact of so-called merit -based salary increase4
t

policies'are therefor actually based upon, factors other than merit
\

and are counterproductive in terms of contributing to the devel-

opment of quality in the faculty. Zngevity and cost-of-living

oaree by this argument, the only valid b'ases for awarding' salary

.increases.

The question ofsqUity with'regard to sex and.etbnic.

groups is a.fundamental one and must be faced, probably as a

first priority component of the academ lidy. The

difficulties of establishing the eXiste e oran4 agrees of

inequity in quantitative terms are w 11 known and o not require

,
4 . 4

review here. I will puggeq. only that the issues-are very

L %

similar to those of the merit .versus, cost-of-living and longevity
.

i

Y, \

k /
\

Equity among the several distiplihes is another question,

Even if the basic policy is tIat al6rage salaries should be

N e

expected to vary among the discWines.because of market forces,

it is possible that relative to the varying markets the verage

salaries of the faculty in some disciplines are'relativel lower

/

salary, increase question.

or higher than in others and sp ial adjustments may be su gested

- 17
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to rectify theSeainequities. Of course-, in considering such

t

"k

inequities it is necessary to know whether or not they are real,

and not simply the product of accidental for even intentional
.

variation among the,disciplines in'facultY;quality or merit. Here
P

is a speaial case in which informedjudgementiS at least as,

important as market data.

Thes
\
datarequired

.
to establish cost-of-living salary,

tA,

increase pcilicTare.simply some coSt-of-living fadtbr. If some

income redistribution is to be rinvokqed, the IprinciPal'need ith

. . -,,

for.philOophy and not comparative salary data. If eqiity among

' ,
, -

.
,

. ---

disciplines is to be,,considered then the internal average
- ...2... ,

. ,

datamust-be at hand and, if )market considerations are considered

-importantg the peer institution data must be, displayed by dis-
.

cipiine. If merit-is to beinvolved, either:as the basic salary

increase policy or in equity considerations the'principal type of

information heeded, is that of the merit of individual faculty

\

members and of the facultied of schools and colleges and depart-

.
u.ments. This.takes s to'.iy final question.

6., Now is merit to be determined? I will resist reviewing
4

the massive literatuie on faculty evaluation, but will suggest that

the issues \

\of

faculty evaluation must be face/land that there will
w.

I

on theese issues. 'The questions include'the

following.: \(l) What categories of professorial behavior should be

assessed? (2) What are appropriate assessment methods ?' ,(3) How are

18 -
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the resulting multiple measures combined tmeao,fd6 a merit indica-

t 'tor which translates to salary increase dollars? (4) To what

Nt4..

degree s uld the piocedures vary among the zeveral.disciplineo?

determisiations of differences among academic *its in

ove all faculty merit be made end trans' ed into differential

allocationsJ5f increase dollars? The e queStions suggest others.

Some sub-questions may be answerable Wth research data, but/,

questions, of-philosophy will and. perhaps should'predominate.

Points of,view will diffeand politics.will be involved.

Now that I have suggested and offered comments on these

six questions largely in/the context of the spec fication'of a

One-year salary increase volicy,,I must assert that this is the

wrong context,in which. to deal with such questions.,/ What, each

of our colleges and universities needs is a.general or long-

range salary ,and comper ation policy which iabased more on

philosophy than on data and which can guide the required annual

decision processes. Such a long-range policy would not be immu-

table, but it.should lead to some degree'of 'consistency in its

'year -to -year application. It would be 'babed4ypon the eihical'and

economic ik.sues which are the subject of this.ccnfe'rence. I

suggest. that the politics involvea in.the development of such a

general academic salary policy, while far from trivial, may be

- easier to contend with than the politics of establishing ad hoc
, .

annual policies, and that with the general policy in place the.
-4 .

politics of the annual decision processes may be more subdued.
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